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Dunedin Ice Skating Club Open Session/Invitational & Development Ice 
Etiquette and On-Ice Protocols 

Reviewed October 2016 

Dunedin Ice Skating Club Open Session Ice Etiquette and On-Ice Protocols are for the benefit and 
safety of our skaters and coaches. We ask all parents, skaters and coaches to abide by these 
protocols. These protocols form part of the conditions of club membership and ice use. They reflect 
generally accepted ice skating etiquettes and common sense courtesies. They sit alongside a 
coaching policy that aligns with NZIFSA expectations and ISU guidelines as well as other codes of 
conduct. These are signed by parents and skaters each year in April; and are typically reviewed in 
December-February of the previous season.  

The purpose of these protocols is to provide a safe smooth running skating session that allows all 
skaters the opportunity to progress towards their individual skating goals. 

• Open Sessions are DISC ice bookings whereby all Club members have access to the ice. For our club this might 
mean a wide variety of age, experience and capability sharing the ice.  

• Invitational ice is DISC ice allocated to a particular level of skating and the invitation defines who may take the ice 
at that time as a club member. 

• Development ice is DISC run group classes where these courtesies apply but the ice is being actively managed by 
the coaches of the respective development class.  

 

A. Respect each other; treat others the way you would like to be treated.  

Skaters are expected to be friendly and courteous to all other skaters, coaches and parents. 
Respectful behaviour and sportsmanship is expected at all times both on and off the ice.  
Whilst figure skating tends to be an individual sport, as a Club we strive to create a 
supportive environment.  Senior and established skaters are encouraged to be 
understanding of newer and younger skaters as they grow with the sport and to assist them 
to grasp the intention of these protocols. 
 

B. Respect all coaches and officials. 

Coaches are empowered to enforce the Dunedin Ice Skating Club Open Session Ice Etiquette 
and On-Ice Protocols and are asked to monitor safety in Dunedin Ice Skating Club Open, 
Invitational and Development sessions. Any suggestions offered by coaches and officials are 
to be received with sincere respect and courtesy. 
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C. Zamboni/Ice Grooming 

There is to be no skating on the ice whilst the Zamboni is in use. Skaters may not enter the 
ice surface until the Zamboni is completely off the ice (including that the doors to where the 
Zamboni parks are shut) and a coach or ice monitor has given permission to enter the ice 
surface. No skater is to enter the ice surface if alone in the rink.  At least one adult must be 
present and aware that the ice is in use and of Health and Safety processes for the 
club/stadium. 
 

D. Respect the session.   

Think of an Open Session as if it was a busy street with lots of traffic: 
1) Pay attention. Pay attention to what is happening around you, look in both directions 

before you enter the ice or skate away from the boards, check behind you before you 
change direction. Be aware of skaters at the start of the jump or spin and do not cross 
the path. Always look for the person wearing the band before leaving the boards to 
work on an element and respect their right of way. 

2) Follow the Open Session traffic flow protocol. Open sessions are designed for figure 
skaters to practice their programs, aspects of these routines and skills including jumps 
and spins. Skaters should always be moving on the ice unless receiving instruction from 
a coach. If a skater must stop they should stand by the long sideboards; 

• Please do not stand around in groups talking or playing please take 
this conversations on off.  Please do not bunch at the hockey box ice. 

• Skaters working together in groups who are not in a lesson need to 
do so in a constructive fashion. If this type of activity becomes a 
distraction to others skaters you will be asked to work individually.   

3) IF YOU FALL GET UP IMMEDIATELY.  Unless you are injured or need assistance get up off 
the ice immediately.  

4) During a program** make others aware of your path by wearing an armband (or bib).  
If you are in the midst of your program a friendly and courteous “heads up” or “excuse 
me” works wonders in educating new or inattentive skaters. Skaters should not be 
yelling for another skater to get out of their way unless it is to avoid immediate danger. 
**A program is defined as a routine with music. 

5) Apologise if you interfered with another skaters practice. If you accidentally interfere 
with another skater’s practice please politely apologise. Most infractions happen by 
accident and should be acknowledged as such.  However if these interferences happen 
regularly it will deemed as frivolous/deliberate disruption/careless behaviour and 
subject to discussion and disciplinary action will be taken to prevent such behaviour in 
future.  

6) Bring a good attitude to every session regardless of your frustrations (either with 

yourself, your parents, your coach or other skaters and coaches). A cordial disposition is 
expected.  
Note: Any display of negative behaviour (e.g. stomping, dragging your toe-pick, skating 
aggressively without regard to others, skating to intimidate and using foul language) is 
cause for immediate removal from the ice. 
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E. Right of Way Rules 
In addition to the above protocols, certain right of way rules exist. All skaters and coaches 
need to be aware of the skaters at all-time: 
1. Mid-spin skater - A skater mid-spin has the right of way to finish their spin over all 

others. 
2. Program skater - The skater whose program music is playing and who was wearing the 

bright coloured arm band (or bib) has second priority of right-of-way. This skater with 
colored arm-band always has a priority of the skating direction. 

3. Lesson skaters - A lesson skater has the third priority for right-of-way (This includes 
skaters in the harness). 
 

F. Music rules##  
Music should only be played from the rink side equipment, subject to the following principle 
that music alternates: 
1. A skater’s program will be queued on the first come first serve basis. For example, 

skaters put their CD in a pile system placing your CD at the bottom of the pile when you 
enter the queue.  

2. Programs may not be restarted unless there is a music malfunction or the music is player 
is free (including coaches). 

3. Music alternating means: 
• A coach may only cut on line twice during a 30 minute session.  
• ‘Turn about’ whereby a non-lesson skater may be bump one spot in line before the 

program music is played when the need arises. A coach cuts the line in order such as 1 
lesson, 1 non-lesson program, 1 lesson, 1 non-lesson program etc. will be implemented. 

4. Non-lesson skaters may request music every 15 minutes unless other arrangements are 
made or ice conditions allow. 

## All these rules are subject to common sense modifications such as order of music can be 
modified under certain conditions (i.e. number of skaters on the ice and/or those skating to 
music) as determined by coaches and/or DISC ice monitors. An ice monitor is an appointed 
position to provide support to flow, and Health & Safety processes.  

 
G. Group lessons with a coach during an Open Session (Stroking or Jumps & Spin classes) and 

Pairs Skating  

In general these types of classes (group lessons and pairs skating) tend to take place during allocated 
sessions. Coaches who wish to offer group and pairs lessons are encouraged to book an allocated 
time each term and within the annual DISC timetable or alternatively to secure private ice time with 
the Dunedin Ice Stadium directly as a private booking. 

1. Skaters in private lessons have ‘right of way’ as too do non-lesson skaters completing 
programs. 

2. Spins or jumps if performed as part of a group lesson within an open session should be 
done in one-by-one order; skaters in that group waiting their turn do so at the barrier 
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near their group coach. Group coaches stand near the barrier to control their group as 
well as to balance usage of the entire rink's space. 

3. A coach who plans a group lesson must inform the club and other coaches about the 
class lesson plan such that private coaching can be planned around the resulting 
increased ice traffic. The ideal time frame is a courteous notice period of a week. 

4. To avoid collisions and to maintain space safety and flow for all skaters sharing the ice, 
there should be no more than 4 skaters or 2 pairs per coach.  
 
 

H. Speed Session Specific ON ICE Etiquette Understandings  
 

1. No skater is allowed on the ice during practice without the appropriate safety 
gear: Helmets, gloves, knee pads and all skin from neck down to be covered. 

2. Skaters (children, parents, or assistants) may not enter the ice surface until the 
Zamboni is completely off the ice and a coach has given permission to enter the ice 
surface. In essence, this means that unless a coach is present and on the ice, no 
skater is to enter the ice surface.  

3. Mat protection will be at coaches’ discretion. In the event that mats are required 
no skating is allowed while mats are being put up or taken down.  

4. Parents should not walk on the ice with street shoes as it puts dirt on the ice that 
can easily harm the sharpness of blades and thus jeopardize the safety of the 
skaters. If walking on the ice is necessary, please stay on the perimeter of the ice 
surface (i.e., as close to the boards/mats as possible).  

5. The Coaches have control of the ice surface and dictate when skaters are allowed 
on the track or on the ice surface. They may have a skater temporarily or 
permanently leave the ice surface during a practice if their behaviour is interfering 
with the practice or jeopardizing the safety or enjoyment of other skaters. This 
includes rough play, dangerous skating on the track, or skating around in center ice 
when instructed not to, swearing or cursing, gesticulating rudely or angrily or 
being uncooperative with coaches. 

6. Skaters are not to lean on the rink boards while other skaters are on the track nor 
are they to cross the track. In general, water bottles should be kept at centre ice to 
minimize crossing the track. 

7. Skaters may not exit or enter the ice surface while skaters are on the track and 
then only with permission of the coach. In general, leaving and entering the ice 
surface during practice is not encouraged. Skaters must be on time for practice as 
entering the ice during practice can create situations where skaters may collide 
and interrupt practice. 

8. Coaches are responsible for monitoring the number and speed of skaters on the 
track. They are responsible for ensuring that the number and range of speed of 
skaters on the track at any time respects the safety of the skaters. 

9. A first aid kit should be available at all times during practices or competitions. 
There is a first aid kit in the clubrooms and in the coaches’ office. In case of 
emergency, a parent is requested to phone 111 at the direction of a coach on the 
ice surface. A landline phone is available in the coaching office. 
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10. Parents are requested not to leave children under the age of 14 unattended at the 
rink unless they have notified the coach and identified another parent to take 
responsibility for the skater in case of injury. 

 
I. Other  

1. No cell phones on the ice. Save texting and phone calls for the lobby (this includes 
coaches)  

2. Skating with headphones on during open sessions is not permitted. 
3. Wear appropriate fitting sporting attire. Ear muffs, hats and hoodies (worn up) are not 

acceptable as the affect both vision and hearing.  
4. Long hair needs to be secured away from eyes.  
5. Eating, drinking (other than water) or chewing gum is not permitted on the on the ice. 
6. Parents are encouraged to watch and be supportive from the rink lobby. This is covered 

in our Parent/Cargiver/Supporter’s code of conduct. 
 

Any skater who does not follow these protocols may be asked to leave the ice for the remainder of 
the session with no refund.  If this happens it will be referred to Committee for discussion and 
addition actions will be considered. DISC committee members and/or coaches have the authority to 
remove a skater or parent from the ice or building for violations not limited to safety, rudeness 
and/or aggressive behaviour.  Unless extreme circumstances present, in the case of ‘on-going poor 
behaviour’ DISC will follow this process for implementing guidelines: 

1. First infraction. Verbal warning to skater. 
2. Second infraction. Written warning to parent/guardian. 
3. Third infraction. Removal from the ice for 24 hour period. 

If escalation does not result in improved situation, DISC may terminate the right of the 
skater to skate on DISC ice. 

A statement indicating that this protocol has been read and understood is the added to the Club 
membership form and the protocol is posted in the club section on the website and on the notice 
board. 


